Abstract. Define ψm to be the smallest strong pseudoprime to all the first m prime bases. If we know the exact value of ψm, we will have, for integers n < ψm, a deterministic primality testing algorithm which is not only easier to implement but also faster than either the Jacobi sum test or the elliptic curve test. Thanks to Pomerance et al. and Jaeschke, ψm are known for 1 ≤ m ≤ 8. Upper bounds for ψ 9 , ψ 10 and ψ 11 were given by Jaeschke.
Introduction
If n is prime, then (as Fermat knew) the congruence b n−1 ≡ 1 mod n (1.1) holds for every b with gcd(n, b) = 1. In general, if (1.1) holds, then we say that n passes the Fermat (pseudoprime) test to base b; if, in addition, n is composite, then we call n a pseudoprime to base b (or psp(b) for short). It is well-known that for each base b, there are infinitely many psp(b)'s. There are odd composites n, called Carmichael numbers, which are pseudoprimes to every base relatively prime to n. Alford, Granville and Pomerance [2] proved that there are infinitely many Carmichael numbers.
For these reasons, in some cases it will be difficult to find proofs of compositeness using the Fermat test (1.1). A stronger form of the test does much better. Write holds for every b with gcd(n, b) = 1. If (1.2) holds then we say that n passes the Miller (strong pseudoprime) test [12] to base b; if, in addition, n is composite, then we say n is a strong pseudoprime to base b, or spsp(b) for short. Monier [13] and Rabin [15] proved that if n is an odd compoite positive integer, then n passes the Miller test for at most (n − 1)/4 bases b with 1 ≤ b ≤ n − 1. Thus the RabinMiller test appeared: given a positive integer n, pick k different positive integers less than n and perform Miller test on n for each of these bases; if n is composite the probability that n passes all k tests is less than 1/4 k . Define ψ m to be the smallest strong pseudoprime to all the first m prime bases. If n < ψ m , then only m Miller tests are needed to find out whether n is prime or not. This means that if we know the exact value of ψ m , then for integers n < ψ m we will have a deterministic primality testing algorithm which is not only easier to implement but also faster than either the Jacobi sum test [1, 6, 7, 8] or the elliptic curve test [5] . From Alford et al. [3] we know that, for any m, the function ψ m exists.
From Pomerance et al. [14] and Jaeschke [11] we know the exact value of ψ m for 1 ≤ m ≤ 8 and the following facts: Jaeschke [11] tabulated all strong pseudoprimes < 10 12 to the bases 2, 3, and 5. There are in total 101 of them. Among these 101 numbers there are 75 numbers n having the form n = p q with p, q odd primes and
For short we call strong pseudoprimes having the form (1.3) K2-, K3-or K4-spsp's according as k = 2, 3, or 4.
In this paper we tabulate all strong pseudoprimes n < 10 24 to the first ten prime bases 2, 3, · · · , 29 which have the form (1.3). There are in total 44 such numbers, among which six numbers are also spsp(31)'s, and three numbers are spsp's to both bases 31 and 37. As a result the upper bounds for ψ 10 tools used in finding these numbers are biquadratic residue characters and cubic residue characters defined in certain Euclidean domains which are larger than the integer ring Z. Let D be such a domain and α, β, π ∈ D. If π is a nonunit and such that if π | αβ then either π | α or π | β, then π is called irreducible. By a prime we will always mean a positive prime of Z. Note that a number n having the form (1.3) is determined by a prime q, and the prime q is determined by an irreducible π. We propose necessary conditions on π for n to be a strong pseudoprime to one prime base or to the first several prime bases. Thus we have a certain number of candidates n (determined by candidates for irreducibles) strong pseudoprimes at hand. Then we subject these candidates n to Miller's tests, and obtain the desired numbers.
Arnault [4] used a sufficient condition for finding K2-spsp's and successfully found a 337-digit K2-spsp to all the prime bases < 200. But his condition is too stringent for most K2-spsp's to satisfy. Examples found by the condition are usually much larger than the corresponding ψ m . Our bounds N 10 , N 11 and N 12 could not be found by Arnault's condition. Jaeschke [11] used Jacobi sysbols (quadratic residue characters) as his main tools for finding large K2-and K3-spsp's; thus his methods are less effective than ours. See Remarks 3.1 and 3.2 for comparisons in details. With the above notation we state a lemma which is fundamental for our methods. 
In §2 we recall and state some basic facts concerning biquadratic residue characters, which are necessary in § §3 and 4, where we describe methods for finding K2-and K4-spsp's. Note that the three bounds N 10 , N 11 and N 12 are all K2-spsp's which are found in §3. In §5 we recall and state some basic facts concerning cubic residue characters and describe a method for finding K3-spsp's. All K2-, K3-and K4-spsp's < 10 24 to the first 10 or 9 prime bases are tabulated.
Biquadratic residue characters
Throughout this section and the following two sections D denotes the ring We also need the following three lemmas, the proofs of which are easy. 
K2-strong pseudoprimes
Throughout this section let π be a primary irreducible of D such that q = N (π) ≡ 1 mod 4 and p = (q + 1)/2 are two primes determined by π. We are going to describe a method to compute all composite numbers n = p q, below a given limit (say 10 24 ), which are strong pseudoprimes to the first several (say 10) prime bases. For this purpose we are looking for necessary conditions on π for n = p q to be a strong pseudoprime, first to a prime base b, then to several prime bases. Proof. If n = p q is an spsp(b) then, by Lemma 1.1,
thus b is a fourth power modulo q, and so, by Lemma 2.1(I), Let
By Lemma 2.2(II) and Proposition 3.1 we have
For a prime b ≡ 3 mod 4, let
and for a prime b ≡ 1 mod 4, let
Using (2.3) for b ≡ 3 mod 4 and Lemma 2.5 for b ≡ 1 mod 4, it is easy to compute the sets: 
If n is an spsp to the first h prime bases then output n, p and q; q ← (x − um) 2 + (y + vm) 2 ; p ← (q + 1)/2; n ← p · q; If n is an spsp to the first h prime bases then output n, p and q; end END.
The Pascal program (with multi-precision package partially written in Assembly language) ran about 33 hours on my PC486/66 to get all K2-spsp's < 10 24 to the bases 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, and 29, listed in Table 1 . There are in total 41 numbers, among which six numbers are spsp(31), and three numbers are spsp's to both bases 31 and 37. Remark 3.1. The 22−digit number N 10 in Example 3.1 yields the lowered upper bound for ψ 10 . The old bound M 10 in §1 has 28 decimal digits, which is a K3-spsp found by Jaeschke [11] , where about 22754930352733 892371480
· 400 ≈ 1.02 · 10 7 cadidates were tested. If the method of Jaeschke [11] for finding large K2-spsp's had been used for finding the number N 10 , about 
K4-strong pseudoprimes
To compute all composite numbers n = p q below a given limit, of the form (1.3), with k = 4 and q = N (π) for some primary irreducible π of D, which are strong pseudoprimes to the first several prime bases, the procedure is a little different from the case k = 2. We give equivalent conditions on π for n to be a psp (instead of an spsp) to one or several prime bases. We subject those candidates n, with π satifying the conditions, to Miller tests to decide whether they are spsp's or not.
Let b be a positive integer (not necessarily prime). It is easy to prove that
A procedure based on (4.1), lemmas in §2 and the Chinese Remainder Theorem ran about 61 hours on my PC486/66 to get all K4-spsp's < 10 24 to the first 9 prime bases up to 23, listed in Table 2 . There are in total 14 numbers, among which only one is spsp(29).
Cubic residue characters and K3-strong pseudoprimes
In this section D denotes the ring A procedure based on (5.1), the Cubic Reciprocity Law and its Supplemment, and the Chinese Remainder Theorem ran about 8 hours on my PC486/66 to get all K3-spsp's < 10 24 to the first 9 prime bases up to 23, listed in Table 3 . There are in total 11 numbers, among which only two are spsp(29)'s.
